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THESE t'emaL'lmble  bodies have been an object of much interest since  theh' disco-
very by the great anatomist whose name  they beat'.  MALPIGHI found  they could be 
injected with gt'eat facility fl'om  the arteries, and he imagined them to  be glands, ~n 
which the mine is elaborated ft'om the blood.  He seems also to have been of opinion 
that in them  the ul'iniferous  tubes take their l'ise*,  RUYSCH  examined  them  with 
great care, and pt'esel'ved specimens in his museum in which  he believed that he had 
shown,  by.  inj'ection,  that  in  them  the  arteries  are  continnous  with  the  tubest. 
This was the  principal gt'omid  for the famolls,  but now exploded  theory, of the ex-
istence of exhalant arteries with  open  mouths, which in the sect'eting glands opened. 
diL'ectly into the excretory canals.  It is probable that this accUl'ate obset'ver mistook 
the effel'ent  vessel  of the  Malpighian  body fOl'  a  uriniferous  tube,  for  the  effetent 
vessels of those Malpighian bodies that lie neal' the medullary part of the Iddney, take 
the same course as the tubes, and are often large enough to be readily mistaken for 
them.  The statement, however,  of RUYSCH  and others;, that the tubes may  be in-
jected from the arteries, is true, though in a different sense from  that in which  they 
undel'stood it, 
SCHUMLANSKY~, some  years  aftet'Wal'ds, entertained more  complete  views  of the 
connection between these bodies and the uriniferous tubes, and he has even given an 
ideal diagram of this connection, which shows that he had a very clear conception of 
the fact.  From a  considerable error, however, in the proportion of these bodies to 
the tubes (l'epL'esented in his figure), it has been suggested that his description could 
not have been drawn from nature;  a cenSUl'e  that seems to have been little rnedted. 
* See his chapter  "de internis glandulis renalibus, earumque continuatione cum vasis," a work notiless con· 
epicuous for the sterling accuracy of its observations than for  the sagacity displayed in the reasonings based on 
them. 
t  "Quarum (gland, Malpigh.) nonnullre hic dissolutre, in ductus  Bellinos degenerant."  -RUYSCIHUS,  The. 
I\aurus Anat, x. No. 86.  "Corpuscula rotunda et glandiformia in totum sunt dissoluta et extricata.  Ductus 
qui dicuntur BeIlini, in totum quoque repleti Bunt propter repletionem arteriolarum."-Ibid. No, 149. 
~  BARNARDUS  ALBINUS,  after injecting the  Malpighian bodies from  the arteries,  "vasa urinre exinde prode-
untia eodem  colore farta  beatus conspexit."-ALBINUS;p. 63,  64.  Vide  SCHUMLANSKII Dissert. lnaug. Ana. 
tomicam de renum structurft.  Argentora,ti,. 1782, p. 69. 
§  SClIUMLANSKY,  op,  cit. 
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HUSCHlm*  and  MULLERt are  the only modern  anatomists  who  have entered at 
length into this  question, and they both deny that there is  any connection between 
the  Malpighian  bodies  and the  uriniferous  ducts.  The assertions  of MULLER,  in 
pal'ticulaL', are so  positive, and al'e reiterated in so  pointed a  mannel', that  nothing 
but the most clear demonstration of their erroneous nature would  have induced me 
to uphold art opposite opiniont. 
I  was  led to  the examination of these bodies  in the  COlll'Se of an inquiL'y into the 
ultimate structure of the true glands, in which I  have been engaged for  the last two 
years.  I had fl'equently injected them from  the artery, but had nevel' inspected them 
undel'  high POWel'S  of the micl'Oscope, until  they al'l'ested  my attention while exami-
ning the structme of the uriniferous tubes.  These tubes consist of an extemal tunic 
of transparent homogeneous  tissue  (which I  have  tm'med  the basement  membmne), 
lined by epithelium.  The Malpighian bodies I  saw to be a  rounded mass of minute 
vessels invested by a cyst 01' capsule  ~ of precisely similat' appearance to the basement 
membrane of the tubes.  Seeing these similar tissues in such close pl'oximity, it was 
not easy to l'esist the conviction that the capsule was the basement mernbl'[U1C  of the 
tubes expanded  ovel'  the vessels, but, after many tL'ials,  I  could not at that time suc-
ceed in gaining an unequivocal  view of theit' continuity.  All  that I  could  aCCOIll-
plish was to perceive here and there an ambiguous approach to such an arrangement, 
sufficient to make it appeal' probable. 
I should  pedlaps have  relinquished the idea  thus presented to  my mind,  had not 
accident again drawn me to it.  Having, during last summet·, been made acquainted, 
through the  kindness of Dr. MILNE  EDWARDS,  with a  new method  of injection em-
ployed with great success by M. DOYERg  of Paris 1\,  I  injected some  kidneys through 
the artery, by this method, in Ql'del'  to notice the nature of the vasculat, l'amifications 
in  the  Malpighian  bodies.  I  not only found  what I  sought,  but  the  clearest evi-
*  HUSCHKE,  Uebel' die Textul' del' Niel'en.  !sis, 1828, p. 561. 
t  JOR.  MULLER,  de  Glandulal'um secernentium structurtl. penitiori.  Lipsiro,  1830, lib. x. 
t  HUSCHKE  says  (quoted by MULLER),  "These corpuscles (Malpighian bodies)  are without  any connection 
with the uriniferous ducts.  For these most distinctly terminate by free·blind extremities, while the Malpighian 
bodies,  everywhere  scattered in the  interstices of  the tortuous uriniferous  ducts, are  only connected with the 
blood-vessels."-MuLLER, lac.  cit., p. 87. 
MULLER says,  "Attamen certissimum est,  ex  vasis  sanguiferis,  ductus  uriniferos  plane nunquam usquam 
repleri, massamque injectam  ne quidem laceratione  in tubulos uriniferos prorumpere," op.  cit., p.  98.  " Fines 
ductuum  uriniferorum  in corpora  Malpighiana desinel'e, eertissime falsa assel'tio est," p. 95.  "Falsissima est 
opinio  de  connexu  uUo  quopium inter corpora Malpighiana sanguifera, et ductuum urilliferorum fines," p. 95. 
And other passages equally strong might be quoted. 
§  First particularly pointed out by MULLER, who  conceives  it to  be  perfectly closed,  except  at one  point 
where perforated by the vessels. 
11  This consists of  two  fluids which mingle in the small vessels, and cause  a  precipitation thcrc.  The best 
fluids. are saturated solutions of  bichromate of potass and of  acetate of  lead.  They are injected in succcssion 
through the same vessel, whence the method is termed that by double  injection.  KUAUSE  published an account 
of it two years ago, but M.  DOYERE  appears to have arrived at it after a laborious trial of  numerous solutions. 
Both deserve the thanks of anatomists for  so valuable an addition to the means of investigation. THE  MALPIGHIAN  BODIES  OF  THE  KIDNEY.  59 
dence that the  capsule which  invests  them is,  in tt'uth, the basement membrane of 
the  udniferous tube expanded over the  tuft of vessels.  The injected  material had, 
in many instances,  burst through the tuft, and, being  extravasated into the capsule, 
had passed off along the tube.  I have since made numerous injections of the human 
kidney, and of that of many of the lower animals, and in all, without exception, have 
met with the same disposition.  I have also repeated, with better success thanbefore, 
the examination of thin slices of the recent org'an with  high powers of the micl'oscope, 
and in  this  manner  have  fully  cOL,t'obol'ated  the  evidence  furnished  by  injections, 
This mode of examination has likewise led to the intel'esting discovery of ciliary mo-
tion within the ol'ifice of the tube. 
According'  to  my own  observations,  the circulation through  the  kidney may  be 
stated to be  as follows :-All the blood of the renal artery (with the exception of a 
small quantity distribnted to tbe capsule, surrounding fat, and the coats of the lal'gel' 
vessels)  enters  the  capillary tufts  of the  Malpighian bodies;  thence  it passes  into 
the capillal'y plexus surrounding th~ uriniferous tubes, and it finally leaves theol'gan 
through  the  branches of the  renal vein.  Following it in  this course,  J  shall now 
endeavour to descl'ibe the vascular apparatus, and the nature of its  connection with 
the tubes, 
With the inconsiderab10 exceptions jus~ mentioned, the terminal twigs of the artery 
cOl'l'espond in number with  the Malpighian bodies.  Arrived here*,  the twig perfo-
rates  the capsnle,  and,  dilating,  suddenly breaks up  into  two,  three,  fOUl',  or  even 
eight branches, which  diverge in all dit'ections like petals fl'Om  the stalk of a tlowet', 
and usually run, in a more or less tortuous manner, subdividing again  once 0[' twice 
as they advance, over the surface of the ball  they are about to  form.  The  vessels 
resulting fl'om  these subdivisions are capillary in size, and consist of a simple, homo-
geneous, and transparent membl'ane.  They dip into its  interior at different points, 
and ~fter furthel' twisting, reunite into a single small vessel, which varies in its size, 
being generally smaller, but in  some situations larger than the terminal  twig of the 
artery.  This vessel  emerges  between two  of the  primary divisions  of the  terminal 
twig of the artery, perforating the capsule close to that vessel, and, like it, adhering 
to this membrane as it passes  through.  It then  enters  the capillary plexus  which 
surrounds the tortuous uriniferous tubest. 
The tuft of vessels, thus formed, is a  compact ball, the several parts of which are 
held together solely  by their  mutual intel'lacement, for  thet'e is  no  other tissue  ad-
* As the mode of subdivision of this artery in the interior of the organ is well known,  I have omitted to de-
scribe it.  Its branches never anastomose.  It almost invariably happens that the twigs ending in the Malpig-
hian bodies are of considerable length, but occasionally (as in fig,  8) two bodies are sessile on very short twigs 
of a single branch. 
t  "Creterum glomeruli ulterior conformatio in prrestantissimis quamvis injectionibus non facile extricari po. 
test..  Videor tamen observasse  arteriolam, qure  glomerulo accedit, cirri adinstar  dividi,  unde tortuosa vascuIa 
oriuntur, qure  ansis secum arcte c011l1ectuntur et recurrunt.  Sed hoc certum est, glomerulos lib ere in vesiculis 
contineri,"necullibi. nisi uno in puncto, cum vesiculis cohrerere."-MuLLER, lac.  cit., p.  101. 
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mitted into the  capsule  besides  blood-vessels.  It is  subdivided into as  many lobes 
as there are primary bl'anches of the terminal twig 01' 'afferent vessel, and these lobes 
do not communicate, except at the root of the tuft.  There are, thel'efore, deep clefts 
between them, which  open when  the lobes  aJ'e not gl'eatly distended with  injection 
01' blood.  The surface of the tuft is evel'ywhere unattached and free, and continuous 
with  the opposed  surfaces  of the lobes.  'rhe whole  circumference  of evel'Y  vessel 
composing  the tuft, is  also  free, and lies  loose in the cavity of the capsule.  These 
circumstances cannot be seen in specimens gorged with injection, but only by careful 
examination of l'ecent specimens with a powel' of 200  01' 300 diameters.  The vessels 
are so  perfectly bare, that in no  other situation in  the body do the capiIlal'ies admit 
of being so satisfactorily studied.  It is  only where  the tuft is  large, as  in Man and 
in  the  Horse,  that  its  lobulated  charactel'  can  be  always  discerned.  When  the 
nurnbel' of pl'imary subdivisions of the affel'ent vessel is smaller, the detection of lobes 
is less easy.  They may often be seen, however, in the Frog.  In Bil'ds and Reptiles, 
the afferent vessel seldom divides, but dilates, instead, into a pouch-like cavity, which, 
after  taldng  two  or  thl'ee  coils,  contracts again  and  becomes  the  efferent  vessel. 
Here of course there are no lobes;  but the sudace of the whole dilated part is free. 
The basement  membt'ane of the uriniferous tube,  expanded  over  the  Malpighian 
tuft to  form  its capsule, is  a  simple,  homogeneous,  and perfectly transparent  mem-
bl'ane, in which no stl'Ucture can be discovered.  It is perfol'ated, as before stated, by 
the afferent and  effet'ent vessels, and is  certainly not reflected ovel'  them.  'rhey a['(~ 
united to it at theit' point of transit, but in what precise manner I have not been able 
to determine.  Opposite to this point is the orifice of the tube, the cavity of which is 
continuous with  that of the capsule, genemlly by a  constricted neck.  I  have speci-
mens prepared with the double injection showing this continuity in Mammalia, Bit'ds, 
Reptiles and  Fish;  and, in Mammalia and Reptiles, I  have  obtained  the still more 
satisfactory proof afforded by a clear view of the whole of the textUl'es magnified 300 
diametet's.  As the Malpighian bodies are placed in every pm;;sible  direction, it often 
happens  that a thin  section, parallel  to the neck of the tube, cannot at once be ob-
tained:  but with  perseverance  this may always be  done.  The capsule is  then seen 
to pass  off into the basement membrane of the tube, as the body of a Florence flask 
into its neck.  'rhe basement membl'ane of the tube is  lined by a  nucleated epithe-
lium of afinely-granulal' opake aspect, while the neck of t.he tube and its ol'ifice be-
come abruptly covered with a layer of cells much more transparent, and clothed with 
vibratile cilia.  The epithelium is  continued in many cases over the whole inner SUl'-
face  of the  capsule; in othel'  instances I  have  found  it impossible  to  detect  the 
slightest appearance of it over more than a thit'd of the capsule.  When fairly within 
the capsule, the cilia cease, and  the epithelium  beyond is of excessive delicacy and 
translucence.  Its particles are seldom  nucleated, and appear liable to swell by the 
addition of the water added  to the specimen.  They frequently fill  up the space be-
tween  the capsule  and tuft,  and touching the  latter,  may seem  to be  united  to  it. 'fHE  MALPIGHIAN  BODIES  OF  'rHE  KIDNEY,  61 
'l'he lines  of their mutual  contact may  then  weal'  the aspect  of abighly delicate 
. areolar tissue, connecting the capsule with  the tuft,  The cavity existing in the na-
tural state IJetween this epithelium and the tuft, is filled by fluid, in wbich the vessels 
are bathed, and  which is  continually being impelled along the tube hy the lashing 
movement of the cilia,  In the Frog, where alone I have as  yet been able to see these 
wonderful  organs in motion,  they were  longer than those from  othel'  parts of that 
animal, and extremely active, 
The tubes, on issuing from the Malpighian bodies, invariably hecome  g~'eatly con-
torted.  I have on one occasion seen two of them unite, and from  their dichotomous 
mode of division, when  tL'aced  up  from  the pelvis, thel'e can be  little doubt that this 
is constantly theit' disposition.  I have never, in all  my examinations, met with  any 
appeamnce of an inosculation  between  different tubules,  The, tOL'tUOUS tubes unite 
again and again in twos, and finally, under the name of pYL'amids  of FE RRE IN, become 
straight, and converg'e towards the pelvis, forming  the medullal'Y cones or pYl'amicls 
of MALPTGHJ,  The Malpighian bodies are imbedded in a Idnd of nidus fOl'med among 
these convolutions, and  are touched on  all sides  by the  sUl'l'oUIiding' tulJes,  As  the 
emergence of the tube fl'om  the Malpighi~n body can be seen only at one  point~ it is 
not  wonderful  that it should have  been  ovel'looked,  and  that the  demonstration 
should have  seemed  cle  a  1',  that the  Malpighian bodies  merely lie among the tubes, 
and have no connection with them, 
rfhe blood, leaving the Malpighian tufts, is  conveyed by their efferent vessels to the 
great renal  reservoir, the  capillal'y plexus  sl1l'l'ounding the uriniferous tubes,  This, 
in its  general  arrangement,  resembles  that investing the tubes  of the testis.  The 
vessels lie  in  the interstices of the tubes, and everywhere  anastomose freely,  so  that 
thl'Oughout the  whole Ol'gan  theyconstit.ute one  continuous  network, lying'  on  the 
outside of the tubes, in contact with the basement. membrane,  This plexus is inter-
posed between the effel'ent vessels of the Malpighian bodies and the veins, 
The efferent vessels of the Malpighian bodies al'e always solitary and nevel' inoscu-
late with one anothel':  each one is an  isolated channel between  its Malpighian tuft, 
and the plexus  surrounding the tubes,  'I'hey are fOl'med  by the union of the  capil~ 
Jary vessels of the tuft, and emerge fmm its intel'ior in the manner all'eady explained, 
After a comse of variable  length they open into  the  plexus,  Theil' size is  various, 
In general, they al'e smaller than the terminal twig of the artery, and scarcely, if at 
all, larger than the vessels of the plexus into which they discharge themselves,  But 
where the  Malpighian tuft is  lat'ge, the efferent  vessel  is usually large  also, and  di-
vides into branches befol'e entering the plexus,  This is eminently the case with those 
situated near the base of the medullary cones, where the medu nary and cortical POI'-
dons of the organ seem  to blend,  'I'he efferent vessels from  thesp  lal'ge Malpighian 
hodies are often three. or four times  the diametel' of those of the plexus,  and take a 
course towards  the pelvis  of the kidney between the uriniferous tubes,  They were· 
formerly mistaken for tubes,  They branch again and again in the mannel' of arteries, 62  MR.  BOWMAN  ON  'fHE  STRUCTURE  AND  USE  OF 
and form the plexus with long meshes which invests this part of the tul)cs.  Some of 
the  veins  springing from  this  plexus  form  the well-Imown  network on the nipple-
shaped  extremities  of the cones, around  the orifices  of the tubes, and thence take, 
with the remainder, a backward course, lil~ewise parallel to the tll,bes,  to empty them-
selves into venous branches that lie  about the bases of the cones.  These also, when 
injected, have been mistaken for tubes. 
The  other venous  radicles are dispersed at about equal distances throughout the 
cortex of the kidney, and  each receives  the blood on all  sides from the plexus,sUI'-
rounding the convoluted tubes,  When these venous radicles at'e congested, Ot· injected, 
they mark out the surface of the cortical substance into lobules not ver'y unlike those 
of the lobules of the liver.  On the Horse's lddney, especially, this may be often well 
seen.  Each lobule contains many tortuous ducts with their'  capillaries, but the con-
volutions of anyone duct al'e not confined to  a single lobule.  'rhese radicles unite 
in an irregularly arborescent figUl'e, anastomose and form the sevel'Ul branches of the 
renal vein.  rrbose on  the surface, especially of the human lddney, have a  tendency 
to  converge towards a central vessel which then dips into the interior, an  cl  runs, like 
the rest, towards the hilus.  l'hus are formed the stellated vessels of anatomists, often 
conspicuous in diseased specimens.  Between the sprawling arms of these stellre the 
cOllvoluted tubes, with their plexus, come up to the surface (Plate IV. fig. 11), but the 
Malpighian 'bodies are rarely, if ever, visib1e  quite on the surface.  rrhey are always 
covered in by convolutions of the tubes. 
The veins from the capsule and surrounding fat join the renal vein in some part of 
its course.· It  is  probable that  the capillaries of the vasa  vasorum, within the sub-
stance of the organ, pOUl'  their blood into the capi1lary plexus surrounding the tubes, 
as  those of the hepatic artery do into  the pOt·tal-hepatic  plexus of  the lobules of the 
Jiver. 
Thus  there  are in  the kidney two  perfectly  dist'inct  systems of capillary  vessels, 
through both of which the blood passes in its course from  the at·teries into the veins: 
the 1st, that inserted into the dilated extremities of the miniferous tubes, and in im-
mediate connection with  the arteries;  the 2nd, that enveloping the convolutions of 
the tubes, and  communicating  directly with  the veins.  The efferent vesse1s of the 
Malpighian bodies, that CatTY the blood between these two systems, may collectively 
be tel'med the portal system of  the kidney.  To these distinct capi1lary systems, I am 
inc1ined to attl'ibute distinct parts of the function of the organ;  and their importance 
seems to warrant a few words, in further explanation of their anatomical differences. 
l1he former,  which may  be styled the Malpighian  capillary system, is  made up of 
as many parts as there are MaJpighian bodies.  l'hese parts are entirely isolated from 
one another;, and, as there is no inosculation between the at'terial branches supplying 
them, the blood enters each in a direct stream ft'om  the main trunk.  This capillary 
system  is  also  highly  remat'kable,  indeed  stands  alone  among  similar structures, 
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strictly speaking,  an involution of the outer  tegument of the  frame:  their interior 
is, in one  sense, the outside of the body:  their walls  intet'vene  between  the  vessels 
and the exterior, and, as  it were,  cover  them in.  But here  is  a  tuft  of capillaries 
extruded through the wall of the tube, and lodged in a  dilatation of  its cavity, un-
covered by any stl'ucture.  Bal'e indeed,  yet screened from  inj ury in its remote cell, 
with  infinite care and skill!  Each  separate  part, also, of  this  system, has  but one 
affet'ent and one efferent channel, and both of these are exceedingly small, compared 
with the united capacity of the capillary tuft,  The artery in  dividing, dilates:  then 
follow branches which often exceed it in size, and which gradually break up into the 
finest.  The  efferent  vessel does  not usually even  equal  the afferent,  and in  size is 
often itself a capillary.  Hence must  al'ise" a greater retal'dation of  the blood in  the 
tuft,  than  occurs  probably in  any othel' pal't  of the vasculal'  system;  a  delay that 
mnst be increased by the tortuosity of the channels to be  traversed. 
The othet' system of capillaries, or that sul't'ounding the miniferous  tubes,  COl'l'e-
sponds, in ever'y important respect, with that investing the secreting canals of other 
glands.  It is well  known to anatomists, and  thel'efol'e does  not  require  to  be  de-
scribed at any length.  Its vessels anastomose with the utmost fl'eedom  on every side, 
and lie on the deep surface of the membrane that furnishes the secretion. 
I have applied  the term'  portal system qf the lcidney'  to the  series of vessels con-
necting these two, on account of the close analogy it seems to bear to the vena porta. 
The precise  quality of the blood it cal'ries may be  doubtful, but in  distribution it is 
similar,  It intervenes  between two  capillary networks, the  first  of which  answers 
to that in  which  the  vena porta ol'iginates,  and  the second  to  that  in which  the 
vena  porta terminates.  The obvious  difference lies in its  several  parts not  uniting 
into a single trunk, to subdivide  afterwards;  but this  circumstance  seems to admit 
of an easy explanation.  A  tl'Unk is formed  in the  great portal  circulation, for  the 
convenience of ti'ansport, most of the capillaries which  supply it lying at a distance 
ft'om the liver,  Some, however, viz. those drawn fl'om  the hepatic al'tel'y, ehbei' enter 
the portal-hepatic  plexus  directly, (as  MULLER  tbinks, and  as  my pl'epal'ations cer-
tainly show some of them to do,) or else  join the  minuter twigs of the pOltal  vein, 
according to the opinion of KIERNAN.  Now, in the lddney, the  vessels issuing from 
the Malpighian  tufts  are  disseminated  pretty equally  throughout  the  plexus  su)'-
rounding the tubes (the one into which  they have to discharge themselves), and they 
therefore enter It at all  points at once,  without  uniting.  In the  medulJal'y cones, 
however, whel'e there is a  capillary plexus to be supplied with blood,  but no  Malpig-
hian bodies nearer than the base of the cones, the conditions which oblige the form-
ation. of a pOltaI venous trunk begin  to operate;  the two  capillal'y systems it sel'ves 
to connect are  at some  distance  apart.  Hel'e, consequently, the Malpighian  bodies 
are  generally larger, their efferent  vessels  more capacious,  and  branched after  the 
manner of an artery,  Each  one qf these efferent vessels is  truly a portal vein  in mi-
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The  capillary plexus  surrounding  the tubes  differs,  therefore, from  that of othet' 
glands,  and agrees  with that of the liver, in its receiving blood  that has previously 
tl'aversed another system of capiIlal'y vessels.  That other system is  a pecuJial' one, as 
alL-eady pointed out, and cannot be likened closely to that which furnishes  the portal 
vein of the liver. 
rrhe preceding account of the existence of a true portal system in the kidney of the 
higher tribes of Vertebl'ata was all'eady written, when an opportunity pl'esented itself 
of inspecting the distribution of the vessels in one of those lower animals, in which, 
besides the renal artery, the kidney is furnished with a portal vein, derived fl'om  the 
hindel' part of the  body,  rrhe  presence of such a vein, though  denied  by MEcKEL: 
was well  established  by NICOLAI,  whose  statements have been  confirmed  by othel's ; 
but I am not aware that any anatomist has explained its remarkable distribution, and 
its connection  with the other vessels*,  I  shall  therefore  introduce  a  summary ac-
count of my examination  of the kidney of the Boa Constrictor (the animal in ques-
tion), which  may be regarded as a model of this variety;  and I think it will be found 
not  only to  show the  COl'l'ectness of the analogy I  have drawn between  the effel'ent. 
vessels  of the Malpighian  bodies  and a pOl'tal system, but to place in a  cleat'et' light 
the other striking' resemblances between the cil'culation of the liver and kidney. 
The kidney of the Boa, being composed of isolated lobes, of a compressed reniform 
shape,  displays all  the points  of its stl'Ucture in peculiar simplicity and beauty.  At 
what may be tenned the hilus of each lobe, the branches of the vena porta and duct 
separate f!'Om  those of the renal artery and emulg'ent vein;  the two formel' spreading 
side by  side, in a fan-like form, ovel' the  opposite surfaces of  the lobe, while  the two 
latter enter its substance, and radiate together in a plane midway between these SUl'-
faces.  The lobe is made. up of the ramifications of these foul'  sets of vessels, in the 
following  mode.  Each  duct,  as  it runs  over  the surface,  sends  down  a  series  of 
branches which penetrate in a pretty direct mannel' towards the central plane,  Arrived 
there, they curlbacl{, and take a more or less l'et!'Ogl'ade course towards the surface, 
and finally,  becoming more  convoluted, terminate in the Malpighian  bodies,  which 
are all situated in  a layer at some  distance  within the lobe,  parallel to  the  centl'al 
plane, and nearer to it than to the surface.  The ducts never anastomose,  The m'ter:!! 
subdivides into extremely minute twigs, no larger than  capillal'ies, which diverge on 
either hand, and enter the Malpighian  bodies.  The efferent vessels are of the. same 
size as the afferent, and on  emerging, take a direct course to the sUl'face of the lobe, 
and join the branches of the vena porta there spread out.  The branches of the portal 
vein on the surface, send inwards a very numerous series of twigs  of nearly uniform 
capacity, and only  a  little larger than  the. vessels  of the capillar,y plexus,  in which 
* HUSCHKll, who seems to have entered into the greatest detail on this subject, states  that he was unable to. 
ascertain in the Serpent's kidney, whether the twigs of the artery were distributed to the Malpighian bodies or 
not,  .  In the Frog, however, he describes the Malpighian bodies as appended to the terminal twigs of the artery. 
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they almost  im mediately terminate .. This is  the plexus  surrounding the  uriniferous 
tribes.  It extends from the surface to the central plane of  the lobe, and there ends 
in the branches of the emulgent vein. 
Thus the efferent vessels of the Malpighian  bodies are radicles  of the portal vein, 
and, through the portal vein, empty themselves, as in the higher tribes, into the plexus 
surrounding the  uriniferous  tubes.  The  only real  difference  between this  form  of 
kidney and that of Mam malia, is, that there is here a vessel bringing blood that has 
already passed through the capillaeies of distant parts, to  be added  to that coming 
from  the Malpighian bodies, and to circulate, with it, through the plexus surt'ollUding 
the tubes.  'rhe efferent vessels of the  Malpighian bodies  run up to  the surface  in 
Ol'der  to  throw theit·  blood through the whole extent of the capillary plexus;  which 
they would fail  to do, if they entered it in any other part.  . 
I have described t.he renal at'tery as being spent upon the Malpighian bodies;  but 
in the hilus of the lobe it gives off, as  in tbe  higher  animals, a few  slender twigs to 
the coats  of the excretory ducts  and of tbe lal'ger vessels.  The  capillat'ies of these 
twigs are easily seen, and, in all probability, dischar'ge themselves  into the branches 
of the pOl·tal vein. 
The  circulation  through  this form  of kidney, may be aptly  compared with  that 
through the liver, as described by Mr. KIERNAN in his invaluable paper on that gland. 
'rhe plexus sUl'rounding the tubes  corresponds with the portal-hepatic plexus, which, 
in the lobllles of the liver, invests the terminal portions of the bile-ducts.  Both these 
plexuses at'e supplied with blood by a portal vein, derived chiefly from  the capillaries 
of  distant organs, bnt in part f!'Om  those of the artery of the t'espective OJ'gans  them-
selves.  1'he only difference seems to be,  that, while, in the livet·,  the branches of the 
artery are entiL'ely given  to  the largeL'  blood-vessels, ducts, &c., in the kidney, a few 
only are so  distributed, the greater number going through the Malpighian bodies, to 
peloform  an impOl'tant and peculiar function.  In both glands, howevel', all tbe blood 
of the artery eventually joins that of the portal vein.  'rhe emulgent vein of the  kid~ 
ney answel's to the hepatic vein of the liver. 
The  comparison  between  the  hepatic  and  renal  portal  circulation  may  be  thus 
dl'awn  in more general  terms.  The portal system of the liver has a double source, 
one extraneous, the other in  the organ itself:  so, the  pOl'talsystem of the lddlley, in 
the lowet·  tribes, has a two-fold origin, one extraneous, the other in the ot'g"an  itself, 
In both cases the extraneous source is the principal one, and the artery fUl'nishing  the 
internal source is vet'y small.  But in the kidney ofthe higher tribes, the portal system 
has only an internal source, and the artel'y supplying it is  proportionally large. 
The above account appears  to me to  comprise whatevel'  is  most  important in the 
anatomy of the blood-vessels and ducts of the kidney.  My object in it has been to 
convey an idea of the physiological anatomy of the gland, and I havethet'efore omit-
ted to mention (except where it suited my purpose) those  rougher charactet'softhe 
lddney in the various classes, that result fl'om  varieties in the mode of  agg"reg~tion of 
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its several constituent  patts.  1'he principal of these are well known, and it would 
have diverted attenti.on too  much to delineate others, especially as  such peculiarities 
are  of trifling  moment.  1'he  accompanying  illustrations I  have  endeavoured  to 
execute with  scmpulous fidelity after  nature.  The injected  specimens  f!'Om  which 
several of them aI'e  taken, are, with  numerous others, in my possession,  and  those 
that can be examined only in a recent. state, may usually be prepared with facility. 
I  shall now state the results of my  inject.ions of the kidney of Man and the higbeL' 
animals by the arteries, veins, and ducts, in m'der to show their accordance with the 
view I have given of the nature of the Malpighian bodies, and of the vasculaL' appa-
ratus of the organ,  1'his may be. also desirable for purposes of comparison with the 
statements of other anatomists (which, to avoid  pl'olixity, I  have  not refeL'l'cd .  to in 
detail);  and it will, besides, give a  full  opportunity of testing the correctness of lIly 
statements, to those inqult'el's who may be disposed to do 80»(', 
B:1j the Arteries, the Malpighian Tufts can  be  injected with great facility, and also, u1Uh 
less freedom, the Capillaries surrounding the uriniferous tubes,  The 11ttbes  also may 
be injected, by  extravasation from the Malpighian  tuj~s, 
The COUl'se  of the injection to the tufts  is  direct and  free,  The artcL'ial  tL'ee  is of 
small capacity, and there is  seldom so  much blood in  it after death as  to impede the 
flow  of the artificial fluid.  My preparations show this tl'ee injected in various cleg-eees, 
by the double fluid (Plate IV. figs. I to 14).  In some, the tufts are full, the affercnt and 
the efferent vessels are both seen, as well as  the communication of the latter with the 
plexus sun'ouuding the tubes (figs. 2, 4, 5, 6).  In others, the vessels of thc tuft have 
given way under  the  pressul'e of the fluid, which  has  then escaped into the capsule 
and often into  the  tube a1sot  (figs.  4,  9,  10,  &c.).  Sometimes  the injection has 
passed  freely and without  extravasation  tllL'<>ugh  only a  portion  of the Malpighian 
tuft, leaving the L'est  filled with  blood,  which  could  not have  happened  to an  un-
branched coil  of vessel, as· this  tuft is  by some  deseribedt.  In these, the  affl~l'ent 
and  the  efferent  vessels  are  both  injected,  but only a fl'agment of the tuft (fig.  2). 
Sometimes the injected fluid has burst ont immediately on entering the fil'st bmLlches 
* It is worthy of  notice, as showing both the difficulty of  the  subject and the uncertain state of  our know-
ledge up to the present time, that BERRES,  the distinguished Professor of Vienna, in his recently pnblished work 
on microscopical anatomy, maintains the existence of a direct inosculation of the uriniferous tubes with the ca-
pillary plexus surrounding them.  After the description already given,  I  need  hardly say, that this view seems 
to me,  for many reasons, altogether untenable. 
'\'  I have great pleasure  in stating' that my  friendMl'. TOMES, three  years  ago,  during  his  examination of 
numerous  kidneys that he had  injected, saw two  01' three examples of  this  escape of  the injection  along  the 
tube j  of one of which he has preserved a rough outline.  Not being able to see it agai~ he gave up the search. 
1 have  no doubt that he communicated this fact to me in conversation at thc time, though I cannot now recol-
lect his doing so.  The first drawing I made of the tube expanded over the tuft, I find  dated February 17, 1841 ; 
about which time my interest in the subject was first excited. 
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of the tuft:  it has then insinuated itself between the ball  of vessels and the capsule, 
and has run ofI'  along the tube.  In this  case the tuft is left uninjected and contain-
ing blood, and it becomes enveloped in a film  of injection (fig-.  9).  Sometimes one 
side only of the tuft is injected at the moment when extravasation occms, sometimes 
the whole, and likewise the efferent vessel  (figs.  3, 4),  In general, the capsule, when 
thus "filled with  extravasated  injection, has  a  perfectly smooth  external surface, hut 
when the tuft within is also much distended, this  may, in  the  dried and somewhat 
coilapsed  specimen, give  to the outel'  sul'fa.ce  of the  capsule  an uneven appearance 
like that of the tuft it.self.  The capsule,  when distended, is  seen in many instances 
to bulge and form  a pl'ominent circle round the point at which the vessels enter and 
emerge.  The vessels  then appeal' to lie in a small pit or fissure before becoming con-
nected with the tuft (fig. 9).  Lastly, it occasiona.lIy bappens  that though extravasa-
tion  has  occlIl'red  into the capsule, the fluid  has  not  spread  itself  ovel'  the  whole 
surface of the tuft, and yet has  passed off along the tube (figs. 3, 10, rn, m).  As  the 
tubes in the human kidney usually become veL'Y  tOl'tuous Immediately on leaving' the 
Malpighian bodies, the injection running ofI'  along' them may often weal' the appeat'-
ance of an it'regular  extl'Uvasated  mass, and so its real nature escape  observation * 
* During the course of  the researches  detailed  in this  paper, I  have  embraced whatever  opportunities pre-
sented themselves of studying the morbid conditions of  the human kidney,  and especially those usually known 
as the stages of  BRIGH'l"S disease.  It would  obviously have  been  little  conducive  to  my present purpose  to 
have entered here upon  a  general description of  the  results  to which my inquiries on  this interesting subject 
have led me,  but I cannot forbear noticing one fact of  considerable  importance, which will both  illustrate and 
be illustrated by the  preceding account of  the normal anatomy of  the  gland,  It is  well  known  that blood is 
often passed with the urine during the course of the disease,  especially at the earlier periods of it, when  many 
circumstances contribute to prove  that the kidneys are in a state of  sanguineous turgescence.  How does this 
blood escape into the ducts of the gland?  The organ examined at this time presents on its surface and through-
out its cortical substance, scattered red dots, of somewhat irregular shape, not accurately rounded, and generally 
as large as pins' heads, that is, very many times larger than the Malpighian bodies.  These spots are very visi. 
hIe on the surface, where, as  I have before stated (p. 62), no  Malpighian bodies exist.  They have been never· 
theless described  by several  recent writers  (not without  contention  for  the honour of  the discovery)  as Mal· 
pighian bodies enlarged from  congestion.  How a Malpighian tuft, such as I have described it, could attain so 
prodigious a bulk, prodigious compared with  its natural size, it would not be easy to explain.  It is  true that, 
if examined with  a lens, the blood forming these spots is found  to be  arranged in convoluted  lines, but these 
convolutions are not the dilated vessels of the tuft.  They are nothing less than tlte  convolutions  of a tube filled 
witT!  blood,  that has burst into it from the gorged Malpighian tuft at its extremity.  This is at once evident to 
a person familiar with the appearance of  the same tubes when  filled with  injection  in a  similar  manner;  and 
the figure,  which I have taken from a healthy kidney so injected (fig. 11),  might serve as  an exact representa-
tion of one of these spots, as seen on  the surface  of the diseased  organ.  The more or  less perfect plug, thus 
often formed in the tubes, is the occasion of those dilatations of the tubes  and Malpighian capsules, which  are to 
be met with in the more  advanced  stages of the disease.  Thus is  to  be explained  the somewhat loose state-
ment, that the disease consists essentially in enlargement of the Malpighian bodies.  Though I have examined 
with great care many kidneys at all  stages of  the complaint, I have  never seen, in anyone instance, a clearly 
dilated condition of the Malpighian tuft of vessels.  On  the contrary, my friend,  Mr. BUSK, an  excellent ob. 
server, has specimens which  undoubtedly  prove  these  tufts  not to be  dilated  in the first  stage, and I possess 
injected specimens showing them at all stages,  but never  above  their natural  size.  I.arn fal' from implying, 
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(fig. 9).  vVhen  size  and vermilion  aL'e  employed,  this is  vel'y  apt  to  occur*, and 
especially when the specimen injected is  not fresh;  for the epithelium  soon loses its 
adhesion to the basement tissue of the tube, and, falling into the cavity, mingles with 
the stL'eam of injection, and renders its  course  obscure.  'rhis  lining of the tubules 
with a pavement of epithelium occasions a strildng appearance in perfectly fresh  spe-
cimens, when filled with double injection.  This penetl'ating matel'ial insinuates itself 
into the intel'stices of the epithelial particles, and thus mal'ks  them out as  a kind of 
pattern on the wall  of the tube.  When extravasation  does  not take place  in the 
lVI'alpighian  bodies,  more or less  of the network sUl'l'ounding'  the tubes  is not unft'e-
quently injected.  The most perfect specimens of injected Malpighian tufts are then 
obtained;  but the veins themselves are seldom well filled thl'ough the arteries, for not 
only is  the way to them  circuitous, and  broken  up into a thousand separate avenues 
(the Malpighian tufts), but it is  usually loaded with  blood.  When injection is driven 
into anyone branch  of the renal artery,  the  sevel'al  states  now  detailed  are seen 
only in the parts to which that  bmnch is distributed,  'rhel'e is no  anastomosis be-
tween toe branches in the interior of the gland, 
It sometimes  happens  that in  injections  by the artel'Y, extravasation is found  to 
take place into the interstices of the tubes, with 01' without escape into the Malpighian 
capsules  and tubes.  This  may arise from rupture either of the arterial tl'ee, before 
reaching  the  Malpighian  bodies (which  is  uncommon, where great force is not em.,. 
ployed), 01'  of the efferent vessels  of those  bodies, 01'  of the  netwol'k  of the tubes, 
injected  through  thelll'  It may also occur' from ruptUl'e of a  tube, which has been 
itself filled by the l'uptUl'e of a Malpighian tuft. 
By the Veins,  the  Capillaries  surrounding  the  tubes  may be  h?jected,  but  neither' the 
Malpighian bodies, nor the arteries, nor, without extravasation, the tubes. 
The capillaries of the uriniferous tubes are of got'eat  aggregate capacity, and com~ 
monly contain much blood,  When injection is pushed into the vein the whole organ 
instantly  swells;  so  rapidly  do  these  dilatable  and  freely  inosculating  channels 
receive the fluid impelled into them,  By the numerous communications of the capil-
laries with the veins, it is at once dispersed in every dil'e9tion, and entel'S  the  capil-
however, that these  bodies are unconcerned  in the train .of  morbid  phenomena,  They unquestionably are 80, 
and even necessarily must be  so, from  their  anatomical  structure, but in what  manner I  shall  not at present 
attempt to show. 
* My friend Mr.  QUEKETT, of  the  College  of Surgeons,  possesses  many  very  excellent  specimens  of in-
jected kidneys,  in many of  which he  has  been  able  to detect  the  tube  passing from  the  Malpighian  body, 
since his attention was directed to this arrangement.  He also showed me  a very beautiful injection of the Mal-
pighian bodies in the Horse, sent over to the Microscopical Society of London by Prof. H YRTJ,  of  Prague.  In 
one corner of this we found a similar extravasation, though the disposition in question seems to have eluded the 
attention of that excellent anatomist.  I  am  indebted to Mr,  QUEKET'l' for some finely injected specimens of a 
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laries  by innumerable  avenues.  But towards  the  Malpighian  bodies,  thel'e  is  no 
opening from  this capillary network at all corresponding in magnitude or ft'eedom to 
that on  the  side  of the veins.  In fact, the only points  by which  it can discharge 
itself are the effel'ent vessels of the  Malpighian bodies, which are comparatively few 
in number, only capillary in  size,  and  quite  disconnected with  one  another, except 
through the plexus itself.  Add to this, that the Malpighian  tuft to which  they lead 
is a great obstacle to the passage of fluid,  from  the tortuosity of its  minute vessels, 
and by their all  having but one  point to  discharge  themselves  of the  blood  they 
already contain, viz, their afferent vessel.  Thus  to  fluid  driven through the kidney 
in a  retl'ogTade  course,  there  is  not  only  the  general  impediment  offered  by  the 
aggregate capacity of the  arteries being  gt'eatly inferior to that of the veins, but a 
vascular art'angement equivalent to a double valve.  The capillaries of the tubes form 
a TI.I'St  great cul-de-sac, those  of  the  Malpighian tufts a second, for  these may both 
be described as gl'eat resel'voirs, easily entered from  the side of the alteries, but dis-
charging  themselves with  gl'eat  difficulty back again, or  towal'ds  the  arterial  tree. 
If it be  now  considered  that the  netwOl'k  of the  tubes, or the former and  fat' the 
greater of these resel'voil'S,  almost  always  retains  much  blood  after death, and that 
the Malpighian reservoir is  never without a  considemble  quantity,  it will  not  be 
difficult to comprehend, why injection thl'own into the veins l'eaches not to  the Mal-
pighian  bodies, however  well  it may seem  to load  the  capillaries of 'the· tubes;  foe 
all the blood must first pass through the difficult channels that have been spol{en  of, 
and this it never can do completely,  I suppose that this view of the sllbject, which 
is  nothing more than a statement of facts, will  be  deemed  a  sufficient  explanation, 
and that it will  not be regarded as necessary to imagine the existence of real valves 
in any part of the  course of these  small  blood-vessels.  I  have never met with any 
appearance  that could  lend  cl'edibility to  such  a  supposition, which, if trlle, would 
present an unique stl'uctUl'e  in the  vascular system.  Extravasation fmm  the  veins 
will sometimes  reach the tubes, in consequence  of a  stl'llctlll'e  whi(~h will  presently 
\ 
be explained. 
By the Tubes,  the  Malpighian  bodies  cannot  be il'gected,  nor,  without  etctravasat'ion, 
either the plexus surrounc!£ng the tubes, or  the veins. 
Many anatomists have taken extreme pains to inject the  tubes  from  the pelvis of 
the kidney, by means of the ait'-pump, but never has a single Malpighian body been 
thus filled.  This, it has been said, is a conclusive pt'oof that the Malpighian bodies 
are not placed at the extremities of the tubes,  But I think that if the real structure 
and relation of these parts be duly considered, this constant result will be allowed to 
be in the strictest accordance with the account I have delivel'ed, and even a necessary 
effect of the anatomical disposition of the paIts,  'ro those who are acq uainted with 
the practical difficulties of the injection of  the ducts of glands in general, and espe-
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will pL'Ohably appeal' conclusive,  Even of the testis (where the tubes aee fat'  thicket' 
and stronger in their coats, and much more capacious than in the lddney), there are 
not ten specimens that can be pronounced at all full, in  the museums of Europe; and 
there is no evidence, that, even in the best of these, the injected material has  reached 
the very extremities of the tubes, 
In the kidney, the  tubes  are  exceedingly tortuous  aftet'  leaving'  the  Malpighian 
bodies, and only become stl'aight, in most animals, in proceeding towal·ds the excre-
tOt'y channel to dischat'ge themselves.  The way towards their orifices is so  ft'ee,  in a. 
natUl'al state, that their fluid  contents  eXCl't  no  distending  force  upon  theit, walls. 
Accordingly their walls  aee  exceedingly feeble;  the basement  membmne on which 
theil' strength mainly depends,  is very delicate  and easily torn.  'rhey are  thet'efo['c 
incapable of offering much resistance  to  et :(iuid  impelled  into them f!'Om  the pelvis, 
hut burst readily, if it be  forcibly urged.  Bllt were the coats ten times as tough as 
they really al'e, injection could not penetrate far into theit' convoluted portion, unless 
pushed with much force;  and this for two reasons :-1  st.  The fluid which the tubes 
ah'eady contain has no means of escape before the injection, since these canals end by 
blind extremities in the Malpighian bodies;  and though these bodies are dilatations 
of  them, yet they are already filled almost completely by the tuft of capillal'ies, and 
offer no capacious receptacle for the fluid  from  the  tubes.  2nd.  The layer  of epi-
thelium (which  usually forms  about two-thirds  of the  thiclmess  of every tube, the 
calibre being about one-third *)  is,  immediately after death, very prone  to  sepamte 
ft'om  the basement membrane which it lines, and to [aU into and block up its narrow 
channel.  Even if the epithelium remains in its place, the calibre of the tube is but small, 
and if it becomes detached, it opposes an effectual bar to the pl'Ogl'ess of the injection. 
By removing  the  pressure of the  atmosphere  [corn  the  outer surface of the tubes, 
these obstacles are occasionally in part ovel'come, so that even the tortuosities of the 
tubes are filled fOI'  a certain distance.  But even  so limited a success is rat'e, and in 
face of mechanical obstacles, such as above mentioned, to the onward current of the 
injection in  the  tubes,  the  force  employed  invat'iably  sooner  Ol'  later bUt'sts  .their 
coats, el'e their exteemities have been reached.  Extravasation from the tubes, as might 
be expected, fills  their interstices, and the fluid may then issue by a rent at the hilus 
of the  kidney.  But it is remadmble how  readily it entel'S the veins and absorbents 
from the ducts.  This  is  undoubtedly by extravasation, and does not pt'ove any con-
tinuity between them.  The veins may be filled  when the fluid has not penetrated in 
the tubes beyond the meclullat'y  cones, showing that the  rupture must occur in con,... 
nection with  those  cones,  either  at theit'  apices  0['  in  their  substance.  By a  thin 
tmIlSVel'Se section of one  of these cones, the ducts  and  blood-vessels of which they 
principally consist, are seen to be imbedcled in a sort of matrix, apparently homoge-
neous, but pt'obably having a cellular structure.  rl'his  matrix  keeps  the  tubes  and 
* These proportions  v~ry considerably.  The basement  membrane  is  so  thin that it may be left out of  the 
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vessels  open  by  being  united  to  theil"  outer  coat, whence  results  the dark colour; 
usually attributed to congestion, which  these cones commonly present, as compared 
with the cortical part, whet'e  this matrix  is  less  abundant,  This  is  the  structural 
condition which seems to me most easily to explain the remarkable facility with which 
injection, Ul'ged along the tubes, enters the veins.  The smallest rupture of the matrix 
will crack across the minute vessels accompanying  the  tubes, and expose their open 
extremities to the entrance of the injection.  If  the force employed be very moderate 
and equable, extravasation does not occur, and  the tubes alone al'e injected, often to 
the surface, but undue 01' ill l'egulated pl'essUl'e almost inevitably occasions it.  Having 
once entered a small vein, tHrough  however  small an opening, it soon diffuses itself 
through  the veins,  and the  capillaries sUl'l'ounding the tubes,  rathel' than along' the 
tubes, for  the reasons above stated; and, if  the organ be then cut to pieces and ex-
amined, these vessels seem filled,  without extravasation;  the tubes  are also  more  01' 
less filled with the same coloul';  and the two stl'uctUL'es  are so intricately interlaced, 
as to weal'  the aspect, especially if dl'ied, of one  continuous  network.  The point of 
extravasation  escapes· observation,  and  hence the fallacy of  imagining a continuity 
between the veins or their capillal'ies, and the tubes, 
Some distinguished anatomists have  held that the tubes end in a plexiform manner, 
and have stated tllernselves  to have uneqnivocal1y seen this arrangement in injected 
specimens,  I am induced to believe this opinion to be founded on deceptive appear-
ances;  either  sllch  as  that above mentioned, or that occasioned by the overlapping 
of injected  tubes.  Others  have  considered the tubes to terminate in free blind ex-
tremities  unconnected with  the  Malpighian  bodies, and  have  likewise  rested their 
opinion on the appearances of injected specimens, as well as on those of l'ecent ones. 
As  the injection always stops sholt of the real extl'emities of the tubes (the Malpighian 
bodies), it must necessarily show apparent f,'ee  extremities-and others may be pt'O-
duced by the section l'eq uisite for the examination of the part.  As fol'  the false  ap-
pearances  presented  by l'ecent specimens, they are obviously refet'able to the sudden 
bending down of a tube behind the part tUl'ned to theobscl'vel',  In a mass composed 
of convolutions,  many  such must  continually occur;  and their  real  natnl'e may be 
easily determined by the use of a high power and varying focus,  Other anatomists, 
aware of this last fallacy, and failing to find eithel' a free  inosculation of tbe tubes in 
t.he form of a plexus, 01' a termination of them in the Malpighian bodies, have  rested 
in the conclusion that the curves  of the convoluted part arc  the  looped junctions of 
different tubes,  It is  obvious that this conclusion is a deduction drawn from the up·. 
parent  absence  of anyot.hel'  mode  of tel'minatiol1J  and  must  be  relinquished  now 
that the tubes are shown to end in the Malpighian bodies, 
The fm'egoing  account  has  been drawn principally fl'om  my observations on  the 
kidneys of Mammalia, but it is  intended to embrace the chief points in the anatomy 
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the Malpighian body to consist of the dilated extremity of the uriniferous tube, with 
a small mass of blood-vessels inserted into it.  But in the sevel'al orders of animals, 
thel'e are val'ious modifications that merit  notice.  The  most  considerable  of these 
regard the size of the Malpighian bodies, in connection with which are others in the 
mode of division of the arterial twig.  The following  Table  exhibits  this variety in 
their size, in a  few  species, and subjoined to each  measurement, is  that of the tube 
soon after its emergence.  It will be seen that the tubes differ far less than the Mal-
pighian bodies. 
Table of  the  Diameter of 1J1alpighian Bodies, and of  the Tubes emerging from them.  in 
F1'actions of  an English Inch. 
Diameter of Malpighian bodies. 
Man  •.............•.....•. 
Badger ...................  . 
Dog  •..............•.•.•.. 
Lion  ..................•... 
Cat ....•....•...•........•. 
Kitten ....••.•..••.......... 
Rat ........••••............ 
Mouse (Mus) •......•..••.... 
Maximum. 
1 
110 
1 
1l:i"f 
Ih 
to 
1 
T5if 
1 
g()1f 
1 
llOil' 
Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) ..••.• "  ••••.. 
Rabbit (Lepus  Cuniculus)  ........••••.• 
Guinea Pig (Cobaya) ..•........•...... 
Horse .................•.... 
Parrot (Psittacus) •...•............... 
Tortoise (Testudo) ....•.••..••....•... 
Boa .. ;. .•.......... ........  2h 
Frog (Rana)  .•••.•.......... "  •..... 
Eel (Anguilla vulgm'is)  .. . . • . .• "  ••..•• 
Mean. 
1 
TO'Ji 
J 
T!Pli 
Th 
to 
260 
ldsu 
1 
TIiiJ 
I 
il3"5' 
1 
lil:r7 
1 
T5'G 
1 
20'1)' 
1 
70' 
I 
'41nJ 
1  Ho 
1 
'l!OiJ 
1 
23"0 
I 
2'07 
Minimum. 
1 
TI'li 
J  nu 
1 
T3"U 
J 
'VU 
1 
il3"O 
~h 
J 
T3"O 
1 
nil 
.. .. .... 
......... 
.......... 
<io 
........ 
•••••••  010 
no 
Diameter 
of tubes. 
I  'li1f'o 
! 
4TIr 
'lli'o 
1 
1ITlI" 
d'O 
1 
TO'O'o 
1  flu 
1 
770' 
.,-tu 
1 
025' 
1 
000 
I  1 
4Til' 
'lli0' to vls'o 
1 
'41l'O 
1 
;r;ro 
The kidney of the Boa shows  very beautifully the reason  of the different size of the 
Malpighian bodies in different parts of the same gland observed in all animals; and 
also one cause of the striking diffel'ence  in their size in different animals, and espe-
cially  in different-sized animals  of  the  same  natural  group.  Its lobes  are  much 
thinner at their convex  bO\'der,  opposite tile  hilus, than  elsewhere.  The tubes are 
consequently much shorter there, and I  have remarked that t.he Malpighian tufts are 
. also much smaller.  This correspondence between the  size of the Malpighian bodies 
and the length of the  tubes, throws  much  light  on  the function of the former.  A 
fm'ther study of the varieties here displayed in the size of theMalpighian tl1fts  seems 
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Reflecting on this  remarkable structure  of the Malpighian  bodies,  and on  their 
singular connection with the tubes, I was led to speculate on their use.  It occurred 
to me  that as the tubes and their plexus of capillaries were probably, for  reasons pt'e-
sently to be  stated, the parts concerned in the secret.ion of that portion of the urine 
to  which its  characteristic  propel,ties are  due (the  urea,  lithic  acid, &c.), the  Mal-
pighian bodies might be an apparatus destined to separate from the blood the watery 
portion.  This view, on furthel' consideration, appears so  consonant with  facts, and 
with analogy,  that I shall in a few  words  state to the Society the  reasons that have 
induced me  to  adopt it.  I  am  not unaware how  obscure are the regions of hypo-
thesis in physiology, and shall be  most ready to renounce my opinion, if it be shown 
to be inconsistent with truth. 
In extent of surface, internal structure, and the natUl'e of its vasculat, netwOl'k, the 
membrane of the minifel'Ous tubes corresponds with that forming the secreting surface 
of othm' glands,  Hence it seems certain that this membrane is the part specially con-
cerned in eliminating from the blood the peculiar principles found in the urine,  To 
establish  this analogy, and the conclusion  deduced fl'Om  it, a few  words will suffice,· 
1.  'rhe extent of smface obtained  by the involutions of the membrane, will by most  . 
b~ regarded as, itself,  sufficient proof.  But, 2.  Its internal structure is conclusive. 
Since epithelium has been found by PURKINJE and HENLE in such enonl1OUS quantities 
on the secreting smface of all true glands, its use cannot be considered doubtful.  It 
never forms less  than  ~ gths  of the thickness of the secreting  membrane, and in the 
liver it even seems to compose it entil'ely, for there I have searched in vain for a base-
ment tissue, like that which  supports  the  epithelium  in  other  glands.  As  I  have 
endeavoured to show in the fOl,thcoming Number of the Cyclopredia of Anatomy, the 
epithelium thus  chiefly forming the substance of secreting rnembmne,  differs in its 
general characters fl'om  other forms  of this structure.  Its  nucleated  particles  are 
never  clothed with  cilia,  and arc  not  surrounded  with  a  definite  cell-membl·ane. 
'rhey are  more bulky,  and appeal'  from their  refmctive  propel,ties  to  contain more 
substance, their internal texture being very finely mottled, when seen by tmnsmitted 
light.  In these particulars, the epithelium of the kidney-tubes is eminently allied to 
the best-marked examples of glandular epithelium,  3.  The capillary network sur-
rounding the miniferous  tubes is  the counterpart of that investing the tubes of the 
testis, allowance being- made for the difference in the capacity of these canals in the 
two glands.  It cOlTcsponds with that of an true glands in lying on  the deep surface 
of the secreting  membrane, and in its  numerous vessels  everywhere  anastomosing 
freely with one another. 
These several points of identity may seem too obvious to be dwelt upon, but I have 
detailed  them in  order to  show,  that in  all these  respects,  the  Malpighian  bodies 
differ from the secreting parts of true glands.  1.  rrhe Malpighian bodies  comprise 
but a small part of the inner surface of the lddney, there being but one to  each tor-
tuous tube.  2.  The epithelh;un  immediately chang'es itschal'acters, as  the  tube  ~x" 
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pands to  embrace the tuft of vessels.  From being opake and  minutely mottled, it 
becomes transparent, and assumes a  definite outline.  From being bald, it becomes 
covered with cilia (at least  in reptiles,  and probably in all  classes);  and,  in many 
cases,  it ,appears  to  cease entirely,  a ShOl't  way within the  neck of the Malpighian 
capsule.  3.  ']'he blood-vessels, instead of being on the deep surface of the m~mbl'al1e, 
pass through it, and form a tuft on its fl'ee  SLU'face.  Instead of the ft'ee  anastomosis 
elsewhere observed, neighbouring tufts never communicate, and even  the branchlets 
of the same tuft remain quite isolated fmm one anothet', 
Thus the Malpighian bodies are as  unlike, as the tubes passing ft'om  them are like, 
the  membrane,  which,  in  other glands,  secm'ns  its  several  characteristic  pl'oducts 
ft'om  the blood.  To these bodies, thet'efOl'e, some other and distinct function is with 
the highest pl'obability to bc attributed. 
When the Malpighian bodies were considered merely as convoluted vessels without 
any connection with  the  uriniferous  tubes, no  othet'  office  could  be assig'ned them, 
tban that of delaying the blood  in  its  course to the capillaries of the tubes, and the 
object of this it was  impossible  to  ascertain.  Now, howevel', that it is  proved that 
each one is situated at the remotest extremity of a  tube, that the tufts of vessels at'e 
a distinct system of capillaries inserted into the interiot' of the tube, sul't'onnded by a 
capsule, formed by its membL'ane and closed everywhere except at the  ol'ifice of the 
tube, it is evident that conjectmes on their use may be framed with greater plausibility. 
The peculiar al'1'angement of the vessels in the Malpighian tufts is clearly designed 
to produce a retardation in the flow  of the blood  through  them.  And the insertion 
of the tuft into the extt'emity of the tube, is a plain indication that this delay is sub-
servient in a direct manner to some part of the sect'etive process. 
It now becomes interesting to inquire, in what respect the secretion of t.he  kidney 
differ's from  that  of all  other  glands, that so anomalous an apparatus should be ap-
pended to its' secerning tubeR?  The diffet'ence seems obviously to lie in the quantity 
of  aqueous  paL'ticles  contained in  it;  for  how  peculial'  soever  to  the kidney the 
pt'oximate principles of the mine may be, they arc not more so  than  those of othet' 
glands to the organs which furnish  them. 
This  abundance of water is  apparently intended to  serve chiefly as a menstruum 
for  the  pl'Oximate  principles  and  salts which  this  sec1'etion  contains,  and which, 
speaking generally, are  far  less  soluble  than  those  of  any  othe1'  animal  pt'oduct. 
This is  so  true, that it is  common  f01'  healthy urine  to deposit some part of its dis-
solved contents on cooling.  It may seem that an. exception to this exists in the solid 
urine of some reptiles;  but this expression  mer'ely describes the urine as it is founel 
in  the  cloaca  and  lai'gel~ excretory channeJs.  The  secretion  is  brought  from  the 
tubules of .the  gland in a fluid  state, and only becomes  solid by the re-absorption of 
its aqueous pOl'tion  after it has tr'aversed the tOttuous canals wherein it was formed, 
and been placed in a condition to be readily expelled from  the  system.  The  subor-
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of the secretion from  the secerning tubules of the gland, is therefore here placed in a 
clear light. 
If  this view of the share taken by. the water be  correct, we must suppose that fluid 
to be separated either at every point  of the secreting surface, along with  the proxi-
mate principles, as has hitherto been imagined, or else in such a situation that it may 
at once freely irrigate the whole extent of the secel'lling' membrane.  Analogy lends 
no countenance  to  the  former  supposition, while to the latter, the singular position, 
and an the details of the structure of the Malpighian bodies, g'ive  strong Cl'edibility. 
It  would indeed be difficult  to conceive a disposition of parts  more calculated to 
favour  the  escape  of water from  the  blood, than that of the Malpighian body.  A 
large artery breaks up  in a vet'y direct  manner into a number of minute branches, 
each of which suddenly opens into an assemblage of vessels of far gTeate[' aggregate 
capacity than itself, and f!'Om which ·there is  but one narrow exit.  Hence must arise 
a vel'y abrupt  retardation in the velocity  of the  current of  blood.  The vessels in 
which this delayoccms al'e uncovered by any structure.  They He  bare ln a cell from 
which there  is  but one outlet, the orifice of the tube.  1'hi8. orifice  is  encircled  by 
cilia, in active motion, directing a CUl'l'ent towards the tube.  These exquisite organs 
must not only serve to cany forward  the fluid already in the cell,  and  in which the 
vascular  tuft  is  bathed, but must tend to remove pressure  from  the  free surface of 
the vessels, and so  to encoUt'age the escape of theiL'  more fluid contents.  "Vhy is  so 
wonderful an apparatus placed at the  extremity of each  uriniferous tube, if not to 
furnish water, to aid in the separation and solution of the nrinous products from the 
epithelium of the tube?  . 
Many recently discovered facts * conspire to prove that secretion is a function very 
nearly allied  to ot'dinal'y g't'owth  and nutrition;  that wheL'eas growth and nutrition 
comprehend two functions, assimilation of new particles and rejection of old, the old 
being l'econveyed into the blood, so seCl'etion consists in a corresponding assimilation 
and rejection, and only diffe['s in the old particles being at once thrown off  from  the 
system, without re-entedng the  blood.  According  to  this view,  all  effete  material 
receiveu into the blood from  the old substance of the various organs, must be l'eassi-
milated by an organized  tissue, specially designed  fot'  the  purpose, before it can be 
* PURKINJE, Report of the Meeting of Naturalists at Prague in 1837, Iais, No. 7, 1838.  SCHWANN, FRoRuP'a 
Notiz, Feb. 1838.  HENLE,  MULLER'S Archiv.  1838-9.  [See also Cyclop.  of Anatomy, Art.  Mucousmembrane,  .  . 
the conclusioIl of which is only just published, although that part of  it relating  to  this theory was written in 
December last.  Mr.  GOODSIR,  since this paper was read,  has  ably advocated  this  theory in a communication 
made to the Royal  Society of Edinburgh  on  the 30th of  March, an abstract of which I have just seen in the 
London and Edinburgh Monthly Journal of  Medical  Science, May 1842.  In the same publication is a report 
of a paper by the  same  excellent  anatomist,  on  the  structure  of. the  kidney, read at the Med. Chir.Soc. of 
Etlinb. on April the 6th.  He describes  "a fibro-cellular  framework,  pel'vading  every part of  the  gland"-
analogous to the capsule of  GLISSON,  and" forming small chambers in the cortical portion, in each of which a 
single ultimate coil or loop of the uriniferous ducts is lodged."  This framework is the structure which I have 
(iescribed (pp.  70-1) as the matrix.  The convoluted tupes and vessels are a.ll imbedded in it.~Julle 1,  1842.J 
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eliminated:  and all secretions  designed for  an ulterior use in the reconomy must be 
assimilated by such a tissue in order to their separation fl'om the blood.  '1'h18  tissue 
is the epithelium of such surfaces, as, from theil' external anatomical position, can at 
once release the secretion, when its  elaboration  is  accomplished.  r:rhe  epidennis of 
the sldn, the epithelium of mucous membranes, and that of true glands, all more or 
less completely fulfil this ptll'pose;  but the  first  is  chiefly designed as a protection, 
the second partly so, and the third is  the only one entir'ely devoted to what is properly 
called secretion.  Into the examination of this general question, it is impossible that 
I  should  now  entet',  but  I  shall  state some  considerations  connected with it, that 
seem to have a bearing on the present subject. 
This theory, in its widest sense, supposes the epithelium of secl'eting surfaces either 
to pass thl'ough constant stages of renovation and decay, or else to  remain, dUl'ing a 
longer period, as  a permanent ot'ganic  form, assimilating and rejecting, in the mode 
just described.  In many cases the  epithelial  particles  appear  to  be  cast off  entit'e 
when their gt'owth is complete, and thus  to  form  the  secretion;  in other instances, 
they seem to lose their substance by a more gl'ad nal process, and to waste or dissol ve 
away  on  the surface  of the  membrane, as  fresh particles  me deposited  below;  in 
othet'  examples  sti11, there is  reason  for  believing  that  they are  long a  persistent 
stl'Ucture.  It supposes  that the elements of all natuml secretions have at one time 
been a part of an organized form,  the epithelial particle; but it leaves it uncet'tain, 
whether the secretion, in a complete state, always exists in such particles when alive. 
It does not determine whether the chemical  changes which  occur  in such pat·ticles, 
issue in the completion of the secreted product, until the period arrives for its being 
shed from  the body.  Hence  it is  beyond the reach  of objections  founded  on  the 
chemical examination of glandular organs en masse. 
Applying this theory to the kidney, it may be considered highly probable that the 
epithelium of the uriniferous tubes is  continually giving up its  effete  particles, and 
nndet'going a gradual decay.  This view harmonizes in a strildng mannet· with what 
has been befol'e advanced  as  to the llse of the  Malpighian bodies.  If the  peculiar 
minolls  principles wet'e  pOUl'ed  out  at once,  through  the walls of the tubes by the 
capillaries surrounding  them, they must be  in  a dissolved  state from  the first, and 
could  need  no  further aqueous current to carry them off;  but  if they at'e deposited 
in a more or less solid form,  as  a part of an Ol'ganized tissue, they will require (being 
so  sparingly  soluble)  an  additional  and  extraneous  source  of  water,  by  which, 
when  their  formation  is  complete,  they  may  be  taken up  and conveyed from  the 
gland.  The correspondence  before  noticed (p.  72)  between the  size  of the  Mal-
pighian bodies and the length of the tubes coming from  them, is a strong argument 
in favour of this view. 
I  stated that the large quantity of water in the prine seemed chiifly to serve the 
purpose of a menstl'UUID.  But though this quantity is always large, compared with 
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of the vascular system, and other cit'curnstances.  Hence the kidneys appear to share 
in the  office  of regulating  the amount of water  in the body.  How admirably  the 
structure of the Malpighian bodies fits them for thus acting as a self-adjusting valve 
or sluice to the ci l'culation, I need not explain. 
It may possibly be considered by some, that, in the preceding observations on the 
use of the aqueous element of the urine, and on the nature of secretion in general, I 
have  been  endeavouring  to  illustrate  a  doubtful  hypothesis  by speculations  more 
doubtful  still,  obsc'Urum  per  obscur'ius.  But I  rest  my view of the function of the 
Malpig'bian bodies principally on anatomical g'l'ounds, and the  other  considerations 
have been  introduced  in  connection with  it, rather in  consequence  of  the interest 
they appeal'  to  me  to  add to  it, than because I am fully satisfied  of their validity. 
Undoubtedly both questions  are worthy of being  separately handled, and require a 
much wider  and more  elaborate investigation  than  seems  yet  to  have  been given 
them.  Meanwhile they may in turn  receive  some  elucidation  f!'Om  the  researches 
detailed in this paper.  Parallel lines of inquiry into the anatomical varieties of the 
Malpighian bodies and uriniferous tubes, and into the chemistry oftheil"secl'etion, in 
the  different  tribes  of animals  and  in various  stages  of  theiL'  development, could 
scarcely fail either to confirm 01' to confute what has now been advanced. 
I shall conclude with three remat'ks founded on the foregoing facts and speculations. 
1.  The bile and the  urine have  been  ever classed together  as  the most important 
excretions.  rrhe former is secreted f!'Om venous blood;  the latter it has been thought 
from  arterial blood,  except  in  some  inferior  animals, in which  the  blood  from  the 
lower part of the body circulates through the kidneys.  But it is a most striking fact, 
that the pl'oximate  principles of the  urine, like those of the bile, are  secreted in all 
animals  from  blood  which  has  ah'eady passed  through  one  system  of capillaries, 
in a word, from  portal blood;  although it does not appeal' to what extent its qualities 
are changed  by traversing the Malpighian system.  The analogy is  at least l'emarl(-
able, and may throw some light on the mysterious meaning of the portal circulation. 
2.  Diuretic medicines  appear to act  specially on the Malpighian bodies;  and va-
rious foreign  substances,  particulal'ly salts, which, when  introduced into the blood, 
pass off by the urine with  great fl'eeelom,  exude in all  probability thl'ougb  this  bare 
system  of capillaries.  The  stl'ucture of  the  Malpighian  bodies indicates  this,  and 
also, as far as they are known, the laws regulating the transmission of fluids  through 
organized tissues, modified in their affinities by vitality. 
3. The escape, also, of certain morbid  products,  occasionally found  in the urine, 
seems to  be from the  Malpighian tufts.  I  allude especially  to  sugar, albumen,  and. 
the red particles of the blood:  the two first of which would transude, while  the Jast 
would escape only by rupture of the vessels *. 
3 Norfolk Street, Strand, 
February 14th,  1842. 
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EXPLANATION OF THE  PLATE. 
PLATE IV. 
Fig. 1.  Malpighian  tuft-Horse.  The  injection  has  penetrated only  to  the capil-
laries.  a.  rrhe artery.  of.  One of its terminal twigs (Ol'  the afferent vessel 
of the Malpighian body).  d. The dilatation and mode  of  breaking up  of 
the terminal twig, after entering the capsule:  the division  of the tuft into 
lobes l,  1,  1,  t, is  well  seen.  i, i.  Intel'vals  between the  lobes.  Magnified 
about eighty diameters. 
Fig. 2.  Malpighian tuft-Horse.  The injection has penetrated through the tuft and 
bas  filled  the  efferent  vessel, here coloUl'ed  yellow  for  distinctness'  sake. 
af. rfhe afferent vessel.  d.  Its dilatation and mode of division.  m, m. Malpig-
11ian capillaries.  ef.  Efferent vessel springing  from  them, and leaving the 
capsule  between two  primary branches  of the  afferent  vessel.  Magnified 
about eighty diametel's. 
Fig-.  3.  Malpighian  body-Horse.  The injection, after filling  the pl'imal'Y branches 
of the afferent vessel, has burst into the capsule  and passed  off  along the 
tube.  It has not filled  the tuft of capiBaries, which  consequently  are  not 
seen, nor has it spread within the capsule over the whole surface of the tuft. 
if. The afferent vessel.  d.  Its dilatation and m9de of subdivision.  c, c.  The 
outline of the distended  capsule.  t. The tube  passing' from  it.  m. Situa-
tion of the uninjected Malpighian tuft.  Magnified about seventy diameters. 
Fig. 4.  From the Horse.  The injection has penetrated fl'om  the al'tel'y, throngh the 
Malpighian tuft,  into the plexus surrounding  the tubes.  It has  then rup-
tured  the vessels  of the tuft,  filled  the  capsule,  and passed  off  along  the 
tube.  a.  Arterial branch.  af Afferent vessel.  c.  Capsule distended.  t.  Tube. 
ef.  Effel'ent vessel.  p.  Plexus  of capillaries,  surrounding  other tubes not 
injected.  Magnified about thirty diameters. 
Fig. 5.  From the Horse.  The injection has passed as  in the last-described specimen, 
but  without  rupture  of the  Malpig-hian  tuft.  a.  :Bmnch  of the  arter·y. 
aj, aj:  Afferent vessels.  m, m.  Malpighian  tufts.  ej~ ef.  Efferent vessels. 
p.  P~exus surrounding  the  tubes.  st.  Straight tube in cortical substance. 
ct.  Convoluted tube in ditto.  Magnified about thit·ty diameters. 
Fig. 6.  From the Horse.  Malpighian tuft, from near the base of one of the medullary 
cones, injected without extravasation, and showing the efferent vein bl'anch-
ing like an artery, as it runs into the medullary cone.  a.  Arterial branch. 
aj.  The afferent vessel.  m, m. The Malpighian tuft.  ef. The efferent vessel. 
b.  Its  branches  entering  the  medullary  cone.  Magnified  about  sevent.y 
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Fig'. 7.  Similar specimens  from  the Rabbit, but with  extravasation into the capsule, 
and at  t  into  the  tube  also.  af, at Afferent  vessel.  c,  c.  The capsule. 
t.  rrhe  tube.  if, ef.  The  efferent  vessel.  b,  b.  Its branches entering  the 
medullary cone.  Magnified about thirty diameters. 
Fig. 8.  From the  Horse.  Two  Malpighian  tufts  spL"inging  Close  togethet'  from  a 
single terminal twig of the al'tery.  An unusual atTangernent.  aj:  Aflerent 
vessel.  m, m.  Malpighian tufts.  Magnified about thirty diameters. 
Fig. 9.  From the human subject.  Two  Malpighian bodies injected.  The tufts  are 
burst and the fluid has escaped into the capsule.  In one  case it has passed 
also along the tube, the extreme tortuosity of which  at its commencement, 
is well seen.  a.  Artedal branch.  af Terminal twigs.  c, c.  Malpighian cap-
sules distended.  de.  The depression often seen in such  cases, at the  point 
where the  afferent and efferent  vessels  pass:  the latter are  not here  in-
jected.  t.  The tube.  Magnified about ninety diameters. 
li'ig.  10.  From the human subject.  This  specimen has  been  chosen  because it exhi-
bits the termination of a considerable arterial bmnch, wholly in Malpighian 
tufts, and because t.he  several Malpighian bodies injected show different ap-
pearances of a very instructive kind.  a.  Arterial branch with its terminal 
twigs.  At Cl,  the injection has only partiany filled the tuft.  At [3  it has en-
tirely filled it, and has also passed out along the efferent vessel if, without 
any extravasation.  At 'Y  it has burst into the capsule and escaped along the 
tube t, but has also filled the  efferent vessel ef.  At  ~ and  g it  has been  ex-
travasated and passed  along the tube.  At rn and rn  (as in fig.  3) the injec-
tion on escaping into the capsule has not spread over the whole tuft.  Mag-
nified about forty-five diameters. 
Fig'.  11.  A minute portion of the swface of the human kidney, injected from  the ar'· 
tery.  The  injection  has  bmst many Malpighian  tufts within  the cortical 
substance, and so  filled  the tubes, the convolutions of which on the surface 
of the  ot'gan  are her'e  displayed.  It has also  traversed othet'  Malpighian 
tufts without  extr'avasation, and so  filled  the  capillal'y plexus surrounding 
the  tubes  and some  radicles  of the vein.  t, t. Tortuous tubes  as  seen on 
the smface:  these, with their capillaries, cover the surface, so that no Mal-
pighian bodies appeal'.  p. Capillary plexus  surrounding the tubes,  as seen 
on  the  surface.  ev.  A branch of one  of the stelliform  veins.  Magnified 
about forty-five diameters. 
Fig. 12.  From  the Guinea  Pig (Cobaya).  Terminal  branch  of the renal  at'tery in-
jected.  The injection has bUl'st most of the Malpighian tufts and  }Jassed off 
along the tubes.  a.Arterial branch.  At m are seen a few Malpighian tufts 
partially injected without extravasation.  Magnified about forty diameters. 
Fig. 13.  From  the  Parrot (Psittacus).  Injected  by the  artery.  a,  a,  a.  Terminal 
branches of the artery.  aj, af, a}:  Terminal tW!gs. of the artery.,  d.  Dila· 80  MR. BOWMAN  ON  'fHE  KIDNEY. 
tation of the terminal  twig on entering the Malpighian capsule.  m.  'rhis 
dilatation more completely filled, showing its  convoluted fonn, and if: the 
efferent vessel.  c. 'rhe Malpighian capsule filled, by extl'avasation fl'om  the 
contained vessel, and the tube t likewise fined.  d.  The same, with the effe-
rent vessel ef, also filled.  Magnified about eighty diameters. 
Fig. 14.  From the Boa Constrictor.  Injected by the artery.  af, af. Terminal twigs 
of the artery.  m, m.  1'he  convoluted  dilated  part within the Malpighian 
capsule.  ef.  1'he efferent vessel.  c.  The capsule-visible, but not injected. 
t.  The commencement of the tube.  Magnified about seventy diameters. 
[All the preceding figures al'e viewed  by reflected light.] 
Fig-.  15.  From the Frog; viewed  by transmitted light.  Shows the continuity of the 
Malpighian  capsule with  the tube, the change in the  character of the epi-
thelium, and the vascular tuft.  bm,  bm.  Basement .membl'ane of the tube. 
ep,  ep.  Epithelium  of the tube.  cav.  Cavity of the tnbe.  hm',  hm'.  Base-
ment membrane of the capsule.  ep', ep'.  Epithelium of the neck of the tnbe, 
and of the neighbouring pat't of the capsule:  this epithelium is covered with 
cilia, which were seen in  active motion eight hoUl's  after  death.  ep".  De-
tached epithelial particle, more highly magnified, showing the relative length 
of the cilia, as they appeared in this specimen.  cav'.  Cavity of the capsule, 
in which  the  capillaries,  m,  lie  bat'e,  baving  entered the capsule  near t, 
where  the view  is  obscured  by another  tube.  Magnified  about  320  dia-
meters. 
Fig. 16.  Plan of the renal  circulation in  Mammalia.  The relative  propol'tions  and 
the chal'actel' of the several  parts are accurately copied from  preparations 
of the Human kidney.  The artery a,  (coloured pink) is  seen giving a tel'lni-
nal twig aj, to a  Malpighian tuft, m, from  which emel'ges  the efferent  (or 
portal) vessel if (coloured  yellow).  Othet, efferent vessels are seen, e,  e,  e. 
All these enter the plexus  of capillaries p (coloured blue) surrounding the 
uriniferous tube t  (coloured red).  From this plexus the emulgent  vein e v 
springs.  Supposed to be magnified about forty diameters. 
Fig. 17.  Plan of the renal ci'rculation in animals furnished with a portal vein from an 
extraneous source.  The colours correspond with those of fig.  16.  1'he re-
lative proportions and position are copied from the kidney of the Boa (p. 64), 
of which  a vertical section of one half of a  lobe is  supposed to be  made. 
a.  Artery.  af. Terminal twig going to the Malpighian body.  if. Efferent 
vessel of the Malpighian body emptying itself into  a branch of the portal 
vein  p v  on the surface  of the lobe.  b,  b.  Ultimate branches of the portal 
vein,  entering the  capillary  plexus p, surrounding the urinifer'ous  tube t. 
u.  Branch  of  the  ureter  on  the  surface  of the lobe.  ev.  Emulgent vein 
within the lobe, receiving the blood from the plexus sUl'rolmding the urini? 
ferous tubes.  Supposed to be magnified about forty diameters. 5 
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